TIPS FOR SUCCESS: APMA1110

Recommendations from P2L Peer Coaches:

- **Read the notes/textbook** before coming to class to familiarize yourself with material

- **Re-read the slides** and make note of any topics you are still confused about
  - Focus your studying more on these topics

- **Re-do problems** from the slideshows and worksheets
  - Allows you to master a variety of question types and speed up your solving time

- **Complete additional practice problems**
  - Extra problems can be found at the end of each textbook chapter

- **Think about the approach** you will take to solve problems before you begin

- **Use memorization strategies**, such as acronyms, to remember steps to a problem

- **Set goals** for yourself

Additional Resources for APMA1110:

- P2L
- Academic Coaching
- Tutoring